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NOMAD
Collection

Our NOMAD collection is divided in three capsule  collections 
>>> CITIZEN  /  URBAN  /  ESSENTIAL. 

Born to make your life easier and your look fancier without forgetting 
comfort.

Inspired by workwear icons, for this special collection we designed 
functional garments made to last. We developed this collection with 
sustainability in mind, obtaining quality and fair trade materials from 
the best sources: GOTS-certified organic cotton, organic hemp, fab-
rics made from recycled plastics and natural wool.  The prints were 
done one by one by local artisans, using only ecologic dyes and not a 
single harmful chemical. We can proudly say all of our products were 
made in a fair regulated production process. Following our values, we 
designed detachable pieces with an urban style in mind, adaptables 
to different uses and circumstances, that can be customized obtain-
ing different looks for your day or evening wear. 

NOMAD collection was thought to have a positive impact on people 
life and the environment.

>>> We have your wardrobe covered, you do you. <<<



NNomadomad
 CITIZEN CITIZEN

This is a collection inspired by a nomad citizen´s way of life.  
We think about clothes you wear every day,We take care of every 
detail, so it’s better for you and the environment. Designed for 
comfortable and unrestricted lifestyle, we created a non seaso-
nal collection perfect for your wardrobe. 

The Nomad Citizen collection was designed in stretch satin 
organic cotton with GOTS certificate, 2% of elastane, and is 
100% natural and biodegradable, offering a softer touch and 
perfect fit. We also used water resistant fabrics made from
recycled plastic from the sea ( Newlife R. ) and comfortable
natural wool. All our fabrics have an eco friendly finish.

These pieces follow our sustainable values.
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Certified Fabric

Organic Cotton

Natural Wool

Recycled Plastic

Genderless

Functional garment



CITIZEN OVERALL

Removable arm and leg zipper
Velcro Cuff that adapts to ankle/wrist shape
Customizable belt: 
Black, made from recycled plastic bottles
Nude, in organic cotton

CITIZEN OVERALL

ConvertibleConvertible  
OVERALLOVERALL  

Black

Grey

Blue

Sand

Svetlana is 1,72 and wears size “S” 
Gerard is 1,87 and wears size “S”

XS

S

M

L

XL

Black: #01NO01C / Sand: #01NO02C
Grey: #01NO03C / Blue: #01NO04C



CITIZEN JUMPSUIT

Customizable Customizable 
JUMPSUITJUMPSUIT
Black: #02NO01C / Sand: #02NO02C
Grey: #02NO03C

Removable arm and leg zipper
Velcro Cuff that adapts to ankle shape 
Customizable Straps:
Black, made from recycled plastic bottles
Nude, in organic cotton

XS

S

M

L

XL

Black

Grey

Sand

Svetlana is 1,72 and wears size “S”
Gerard is 1,87 and wears size “S”



CITIZEN DRESS

S

M

L

Customizable Customizable 
DRESSDRESS

CITIZEN DRESS

Snaps buttons at the waist sides
Key ring waist hanger 
Customizable with removable streams:
Black, made from recycled plastic bottles
Nude, in organic cotton

Black

Grey

Sand

Svetlana is 1,72 and wears size “S”

Black: #04NO01C / Sand: #04NO02C / Grey: #04NO03C



CITIZEN TROUSERS

Removable leg zipper for a short version 
Frontal zipper and snap button at the waist
Key ring hanger at the waist
Velcro Cuffs that adapt to ankle shape 
Customizable belt:
Black, made from recycled plastic bottles
Nude, in organic cotton

CITIZEN TROUSERS

Svetlana is 1,72 and wears size “S”
Gerard is 1,87 and wears size “M”

ConvertibleConvertible  
TROUSERSTROUSERS  
Black: #03NO01C / Sand: #03NO02C
Grey: #03NO03C

Black

Grey

Sand

XS

S

M

L

XL



CITIZEN VEST

One
Size

CITIZEN VEST

Wool Handy Tool Wool Handy Tool 
VESTVEST

Warm and liquid repellent natural wool
100% biodegradable
Multi pocket
Big back pocket
No harmful chemicals used
Non GMO ( non genetically modified organism)
Adaptable fit to different sizes with frontal buckle
Customizable with removable straps: 
in black made from recycled plastic bottles
or nude in organic cotton

Dark Blue

Dark Blue: #07NO04C



CITIZEN OVERCOAT

Frontal snaps closure buttons
Velcro Cuffs that adapt to wrist shape
Back strap to adapt to different measures

Black

Grey

Sand

S

M

L

CITIZEN OVERCOAT

StapleStaple 
OVERCOATOVERCOAT

Svetlana is 1,72 and wears size “S”
Gerard is 1,87 and wears size “M”

Black: #06NO01C / Sand: #06NO02C
Grey: #06NO03C



Removable waist zippers 
for a cropped version

Velcro Cuff that adapts 
to wrist/waist shape

CITIZEN JACKET
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Black

Grey

Sand

CITIZEN JACKET

Svetlana is 1,72 and wears size “S”
Gerard is 1,87 and wears size “XL”
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XL



CITIZEN JACKETCITIZEN JACKET

XS

S

M

L

XL

Svetlana is 1,72 and wears size “S” / Gerard is 1,87 and wears size “XL”

Removable waist zippers for a cropped version
Velcro Cuff that adapts to wrist/ waist shape
Warm and liquid repellent natural wool
100% biodegradable
Multi pocket
No harmful chemicals used
Non GMO ( non genetically modified organism)

Wool CroppedWool Cropped
JACKETJACKET
Dark Blue: #05NO04C

Dark Blue



Fair Trade certified water resistant fabric
Recycled plastics Fabric (Newlife™) 
Big central Pocket
Frontal huge collar clouser snaps buttons
Adjustable Hoodie with drawstring cord

Waterproof hooded Waterproof hooded 
PARKAPARKA
Red: #10NO01C

CITIZEN PARKA CITIZEN PARKA

Red

Betty is 172  and wears size “S”
Gerard is 1,90 and wears size “M”

S

M

L



NomadNomad
 ESSENTIAL ESSENTIAL

This is a collection inspired by a nomad ESSENTIAL way of life.  
We redefined classics and gave them a contemporary approach  
to be special icons in every Nomad’s wardrobe. We made conscious  
design in Organic denim HEMP, GOTS certified, 100% natural  
and biodegradable. We used Organic cotton with a special 
liquid repellent treatment based on natural bee wax. We offer
customizable belts and straps: choose them in black recycled
plastic or in nude organic cotton.

This unique collection was made in special collaboration with  
CUSTOMIZANDO, a Social Integration Women’s Cooperative  
that works developing woman skills, learning by doing, generating 
real and sustainable jobs

NOMAD collection was thought to have a positive impact on 
people life and the environment.
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Organic cotton

Bee Wax based natural liquid repellent finish

Recycled Plastic

Customizable accesories 

Genderless
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ESSENTIAL T-SHIRT

XS

S

M

L

XL

ESSENTIAL T-SHIRT

Black

Off White

Svetlana is 1,72 and wears size “S”
Gerard is 1,87 and wears size “S”
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Organic cotton GOTS certified fabric



Bee Wax based natural liquid repellent finish
Key ring hanger accessory at front pocket
Multi functional pocket
Customizable with removable straps:
Black, made from recycled plastic bottles
Nude in organic cotton

WaterproofWaterproof 
APRONAPRON
Transparent #09NO01E
Black #09NO02E  One

Size

ESSENTIAL APRON

Black

Clear White



ESSENTIAL APRON

Blue Denim 

ESSENTIAL APRON

DenimDenim 
APRONAPRON
Denim Blue #09NO03E  

Organic 100% biodegradable HEMP fabric
Key ring hanger accessory at front pocket
Multi functional pocket
Customizable with removable straps:
Black, made from recycled plastic bottles
Nude in organic cotton

One
Size



colors

Customize your essential Black, made from recycled plastic
pieces with this staple bottles

Removable buckle Nude organic cotton GOTS certified
Adjustable measures

BELTBELT
Black #11NO01E
Nude #11NO02E

ESSENTIAL BELT

colors

Customize your essential pieces Black, made from recycled
with this staple removable straps plastic bottles

Snap buttons closure Nude organic cotton GOTS certified
Adjustable measures

STRAPSSTRAPS
Black #12NO01E
Nude #12NO02E

ESSENTIAL STRAPS



NomadNomad
 URBAN URBAN

This is a collection inspired by a nomad URBAN way of life.  
We thought about staple denim clothes you can wear every day 
(or night).  Trusting that they would last we created a non sea-
sonal collection perfect for your wardrobe. That’s why we made 
conscious functional design in organic denim,  GOTS certified, 
100% natural and biodegradable. We also used high quality  
fabrics made from organic HEMP. All our fabrics have an  
eco friendly finish. Focusing on comfortable fit and functional 
movement, we aim for you to  get dressed from head to toe  
in a simple, practical and cool style. 
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Certified Fabric

Organic cotton

Organic HEMP

Genderless

Functional garment



URBAN OVERALL

Blue Denim

Svetlana is 1,72 and wears size “M”
Gerard is 1,87 and wears size “M”

URBAN OVERALL

XS

S

M

L

XL

ConvertibleConvertible  
OVERALLOVERALL  
Blue Denim: #01NO01U

Removable arm and leg zipper
Velcro Cuff that adapts to ankle/wrist shape
Customizable belt:
Black, made from recycled plastic bottles
Nude, in organic cotton



CustomizableCustomizable 
JUMPSUITJUMPSUIT
Blue Denim: #02NO01U

URBAN JUMPSUIT

XS

S

M

L

XL

 Blue Denim

Svetlana is 1,72 and wears size “S”
Gerard is 1,87 and wears size “M”

URBAN JUMPSUIT

Velcro cuff that adapts to ankle shape 
Customizable with removable straps:
Black made from recycled plastic bottles
Nude in organic cotton



URBAN DRESS

CustomizableCustomizable 
DRESSDRESS
Blue Denim: #04NO01U

Blue Denim

Svetlana is 1,72 and wears size “S”

URBAN DRESS

S

M

L

Comfortable access with snap buttons 
at the waist sides
Key ring hanger accessory at the waist
Customizable with removable straps:
Black, made from recycled plastic bottles
Nude in organic cotton



Convertible cropped urban removable waist 
zippers for a cropped version
Velcro Cuff that adapts to wrist/waist shape
Organic 100% biodegradable HEMP fabric

XS

S

M

L

XL

Blue Denim

Svetlana is 1,72 and wears size “S”
Gerard is 1,87 and wears size “L”

S

M

L

Frontal closure with snap buttons
Velcro Cuffs that adapts to wrist  shape
Back strap to adjust to different measures

Blue Denim

Svetlana is 1,72 and wears size “S”
Gerard is 1,87 and wears size “M”

Convertible CroppedConvertible Cropped
JACKETJACKET
Blue Denim: #05NO01U

StapleStaple
OVERCOATOVERCOAT
Blue Denim: #06NO01U



URBAN TROUSERS

Svetlana is 1,72 and wears size “S”
Gerard is 1,87 and wears size “M”

URBAN TROUSERS

Blue Denim

XS

S

M

L

XL

ConvertibleConvertible  
TROUSERSTROUSERS
Blue Denim: #03NO01C

Removable leg zipper for a short version
Frontal zipper and snap button at the waist

Key ring hanger at the waist

Velcro Cuffs that adapt to ankle shape
Customizable belt:
Black, made from recycled plastic bottles
Nude, in organic cotton
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WEB 
weareapron.com

INSTAGRAM
@weareapron

CONTACT 
apron@weareapron.com

COMERCIAL CONTACT 
sales@weareapron.com

APRON. ID FOR NOMADS

URBAN UNIFORMS FOR THE CITIZENS OF THE WORLD

We want to dress a new generation of Nomads, inspired by func-
tional workwear, with an urban concept that adapts to different 
types of contemporary living anywhere in the world. People with 
no limits, citizens without borders who can transform any space in 
their workplace, their home. 
We have your wardrobe covered, you do you.

A SUSTAINABLE WARDROBE

Our collections are made locally by humans, respecting human 
times and made to last. We make durable and functional clothing 
you won’t need to replace every season. We actually don’t follow 
trends, we design for no season at all, following only our values. 
We focus on wearable sustainability. Our designs are genderless, 
smart and versatile, they adapt to different bodies, climates, times 
and places, dressing you in comfort, timeless style from head to toe. 

When choosing our fabrics, we prioritize resistant, ecological and 
recycled materials.

Our Nomad collection born in 2020 is formed by 10 key pieces made 
in Spain. We offer pre-order production, avoiding the generation 
of useless stock, addressing one of the biggest problems in the 
fashion industry right now.We aim to produce more and more with 
sustainable manufacturing techniques. 

WE WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT...

When you choose APRON, you are investing in a product with a 
human story behind it. A social commitment with transparency, sus-
tainability, respect for the  environment, yourself and those around 
you. APRON is more than a garment brand, It’s a lifestyle.

Wear your values, join our nomad community.
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